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The SKA Regional Centres
Capabilities of the SRC Network

Interoperability
Heterogeneous SKA data from 
different SRCs and 
other observatories

Support to Science Community
Support community on SKA data use, SRC 

services use, Training, Project Impact 
Dissemination

Visualization
Advanced visualizers for 
SKA data and data from 
other observatories

Science Enabling Applications
Analysis Tools, Notebooks, 

Workflows execution
Machine Learning, etc

 

Distributed Data Processing
Computing capabilities provided 
by the SRCNet to allow 
data processing

Data Discovery
Discovery of SKA data from the SRCNet, 

local or remote, transparently to the 
user 

Data Management
Dissemination of Data to SRCs and 
Distributed Data Storage



The SKA Regional Centres
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Science platform

Virtual Observatory std,
Metadata API

Data management 
system

Service inventory, 
Compute API

Visualisation tools
Science gateway,

Federated AAI



The science gateway



The science gateway (2)

FastAPI, Django 
(ESAP)

REST APIs

The SRC Science Gateway

Front End (REACT) Back End

Data-management 
API Site capabilities API AAI API

Data management 
system

Compute API (and other APIs)

Inventory of sites 
and services

Computing 
platforms

Computing 
platforms



Initial use case
u User login to gateway

u NB AAI system uses tokens with limited scope, so each step below 
starts with exchanging for a token with specific access.

u User queries DM system for data

u User queries service catalogue for services they want to 
use for processsing
u E.g. Jupyter lab, SLURM, CANFAR, …

u User provisions processing system, and launches 
processing on end point from query above 
(implementation is currently a demonstrator only)

u User downloads output data products 



Compute provisioning and execution:
initial reference API

u /query

u /provision

u /{provision_id}/submit

u /{provision_id}/status
Query json example:

Submit json example:



Integration of compute API

u Current flow contains a lot of user steps
uFind compute system, reserve resources, submit 

job, follow-up on job

u Also based on a lot of simplifying assumptions
u There is always processing near (a cthe data

u Users know exactly what infra they need

u Users know exactly what software they need

u Integration with the ExecutionBroker standard would 
solve some of those.



Next steps for the prototyping

u Integrate / combine the compute API with the 
ExecutionBroker standard

u Gain awareness of lessons learned from existing 
workflow management systems

u Integrate the EB-based API with the science 
gateway

u Integrate the EB-based API with backend 
processing systems


